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The world of Cyberpunk 2020 is a dark universe. Humanity rubs shoulders with the best technology and the worst man. From genetic transformation to cybernetics, man gradually loses his humanity. Large cities abound with gangs of all kinds, but society is still controlled by powerful people. Large companies that, through more or less legal transactions, wars
or others, have control over power. Employees of these buildings work for life and in general remain loyal and dedicated to their business. Governments, clearly torpedoed by corporations, have become puppets in their hands as a result of scandals and bribes. Intra-corporate intrigues involve the use of living forces. And that's usually where it all starts. The
victim or servant, innocent or rebellious, each brings a little of their talents. Warriors for new soldiers (solo and nomads), techniques for cybernetics engineers and hackers of all kinds (techies and medtechies), relational and contact people or goods (rockerboy, media, fixer, corpo), network interpolation with hackers (netrunners). There are still a few
defenders of the forgotten order who are police (police officers) of the 2020s. In this cynical slump, everyone is trying to survive being on the limit, the ultimate boundary that will make you tip over to the other side. Few still play Cyberpunk 2020. His publisher has not released any new textbooks in the age, and the old blame their age. I try through this site to
live the (survive) genre. It combines an incalculable amount of knowledge gleaned from many sites (see credits). The similarities with these sites are obvious, but it's hundreds of hours of work to correct flaws and inconsistencies, rewrite parts, retouch drawings, translate English and, above all, redesign it into the PHP/MyS'L interface. Update: October 08,
2020 To help me with the difficult task of maintaining this site, I am looking for an English by French translator with good motivation. Any help to accomplish any of the todo list tasks is also welcome. Thanks for connecting with me. Cyberpunk Credits 2020 is a trademark of R.Talsorian Games distributed in France by Oriflam. Some gaming tools come from
SDEN, Blackhammer Cyberpunk Project, Datafortress 2020, Serena Dawn Cosmodrome and others. Some of the illustrations come from the talented Masamune Shirou, supplements published by Talsorian Games, Wizards of the Coast and others whose origins I have forgotten. Images in the gallery are attributed to their names (e.g. CMax). All these
media, of course, are the property of their authors. Topics: Cyberpunk / Waiting For Links Works: 98 Number of reviews: 158 Average reviews: 3.08 Cyberpunk Description is the first role-playing game to use a literary theme of the same name. So he is strongly inspired by the novels of William Gibson, Walter John Williams, Bruce Sterling, Allec Effinger, Pat
Cadigan, etc. The term cyberpunk comes from the word cybernetics, the science of communication between man and machine, and from the word punk: the musical and social movement of the early 1980s, which launched the slogan No to the future. The mixture of these two immerses us in the near and dark future, where technology is ubiquitous, while
social decay reaches its climax. While the first edition of Cyberpunk was conducted in 2013 and depicted a universe of anticipation based on the novels Cyberpunk but finally quite close to the modern world, the second takes place in 2020. Corporations control the world from their glass citadels, while the latest fashion is to set up electronic systems to get
closer to the machine. Hackers connect their brains directly to computers to infiltrate the global virtual reality that represents the global network: the matrix. Violence is turning some urban neighborhoods into war zones where it's not good to take risks at night. Players can play as rebels from this crazy world, seeking to survive in the urban jungle. Cyberpunk
2020 offers a special area to play: Night City, a fictional Californian city built in the future between San Francisco and Los Angeles. This new city is the epitome of the cyberpunk world: technological innovation rubs shoulders with the worst suffering, and unscrupulous shark corporations live in areas protected by overly armed militias, a stone's throw from war
zones rife with gangs, criminals and drug addicts. Cyberpunk is not limited to the Night City, however, and many supplements describe the state of the world, including the solar system, which is beginning to be colonized. Characters can fall under nine categories: Rockerboys (scene star), Solo (techno-warrior, mercenary or just killer), Netrunners (computer
hacker), media (reporter, journalist), nomads (rebel biker), Corporation (businessman, or employee of a large company), Techies (a master or scientist mastering the field of high technology), Fixers Third version of the game takes place in the 2030s. After the war which cleans the world of Cyberpunk 2020, already mentioned in the unfinished Firestorm
campaign, the world has nothing to do. The computer network collapsed as a result of Datakrash and is now divided into small subnets isolated from each other. Large corporations have become criminal organizations, and governments... which governments? At the same time, alternative cultures have become true community nations. These are six large
altcules: Edgerunner, the older generation's cyberpunk have heavy skin. They adapt, are skilled in new technologies and have complete control over the urban environment. Reef, men are genetically modified to live underwater and develop a strong culture of war. Desnai, descendants of corporate culture to Walt Disney (hence the pun), now live in enclaves
resembling amusement parks and are experts in robotics. Rolling State, descendants of nomads built huge rolling cities with which they cross the great plains of the United States. Riptide, inhabitant of floating platforms around Tokyo, turns into errant floating cities, they are non-violent and strive for harmony with nature. Corpore Metal brings together cyborgs
who have left their organic bodies behind them. To free themselves from the bad reputation and their quasi-status as slaves, they regrouped far from those who made them suffer so much. Each altcult comes with a set of four pre-set models to make the game easier to start. The third edition of Cyberpunk also introduces the concept of Meta character, which
allows you to represent the organization in the manner of the NPC. The meta-character includes a profile with troops, vehicles, vehicles and three key characters: brain, right hand and left hand. It can be a corporation, a club, a gang, etc. Leaves allow you to take into account the evolution of the organization's workforce during the adventures. There is also a
new concept: weights. Taken from the Japanese, this represents a degree of community commitment to character. This allows you to access places, information, resources... And you have to give Desnai a hell of a lot of service to get enough points of weights for fur. Computer hacking is crucial in the game. The first edition is about browsing the company's
network, fighting at each site to take control of the printer or get sensitive data. In CP2020 the matrix has become virtual: netrunners, network hackers, fight through mental avatar against impressive representations of defense programs, often very dangerous. The global network is presented as an extensive virtual reality. After a datakrash that saw the
collapse of this network, and the resurgence of several small local networks, piracy resumed old-fashioned, with the need to hack into target premises. Programs have evolved and can pilot physical traps: automatic guns, nanotechnology designs that can be formed at any time, etc. In addition to their culture, the characters are defined by a set of
characteristics of 10: Reflexes, Agility (agility), Constitution, Strength, Body (size and weight), Movement, Intelligence, Willpower, Cool (Blood-Blood- Technology), Technology (affinity). They can be purchased with a fixed total number of points determined by the playmaker depending on the level he wants to give to the character, or randomly. Secondary
characteristics can be used to determine values such as stroke rate, luck, injury assessment, or humanity, which is the dehumanization of a person by changing his body with cybernetics. The game system of the third edition comes from the Fuzion system. For each jet, a function, skill (each in 10) is added and 1D10 is added. The result should be greater
than the complexity factor set by the Ministry of Justice. The combat system is called Friday Night Firefight and focuses on violent acts. The damage can be dizzying or fatal. The game has evolved with periods: the first version was designed to play in 2013, the second in 2020. Thus, the background evolved to try to stay in line with the evolution of current
events. The game was inspired by Ridley Scott's Blade Runner. The 2030 version is closer to Neil Stevenson's novels, such as Virtual Samurai or Diamond Age. Other publishers than R. Talsorian were involved in the development of the second edition of the range: Atlas Games released many small scenarios, and Ianus Publications, based in Canada, built
an alternative background of Alternative Realities developing the sinister psychological side of the world, giving it a more gothic atmosphere, but also the introduction of elements of fantasy: vampires, werewolves, psychic powers, magic... Latest additions to this range Cyberpunk Wanted Works 3DataPackDegradable Heroes: Cyberpunk Set 1 (Anime 203X)
(PIG) Disposable Heroes: Cyberpunk Set 2 (Gritty 203X) (PIG)Cyberpunk 2020CybersheetsDepated Heroes: Cyberpunk Set 3 (2020) May 8, 2000 to May 8, 2009.  Last updated on August 10, 2012. 2012. cyberpunk 2020 pdf francais
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